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The profession has not been forced to innovate for decades

2020

Integrated Audits and SME support

Cyber Risk

The birth of modern internal auditing with 
the establishment of the IIA

Sarbanes Oxley

COSO Integrated Control Framework

1941

1992

2002

Data AnalyticsIT Internal Audit

2013 FS Code for IA

FS Code update

IIA Standards update
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Organisations face increasing uncertainties 
The world is entering the fourth industrial revolution where new technologies, digitalisation, robotics, and artificial intelligence are dramatically 
changing the business landscape.  

The speed of change is unprecedented

Organisations are adopting new technologies

Internal Audit already lack impact and 

influence

The breadth of risk continues to expand
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Deloitte’s Internal Audit 3.0 Internal audit 3.0 outlines how functions can meet growing 
stakeholder demands through innovation and technology enablement.

Assure

Outlines how functions can meet growing stakeholder 
demands through innovation and technology 
enablement.

Advise
No more reporting on the past, which is not the 
wave of the future

Under internal audit 3.0, functions can respect 
independence while advising the business 
through promoting objectivity, integrity, and 
professionalism

Assure
To prompts awareness of what could go wrong, and 
what to do about it, before it happens

Internal audit 3.0 introduces risk sensing and risk 
learning to internal audit’s role, helping the function 
keep pace with and get ahead of emerging risks.
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Components to consider as part of the Transformation process:
IA charter, AC Charter, AC Self-Assessment, IA BSC, EA Selection & Engagement process, EA Evaluation Matrix, AC meeting Agenda Structure, 
contents, presentation and dashboards

Assure Advise Anticipate Skills & capabilitiesDigital assets Enablers
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IA Charter

Committee Attendance Guidelines

Competency Framework

Recruitment & retention

Guest Auditor Program

Rotational Programs

Learning & Development

Quality Assurance & Improvement Programs (inc. conformance with relevant Professional Standards)

Training

Risk Based Planning

Audit Plan Development and Change Governance Resource Planning

Scheduling

Audit Management System

Audit Methodology & delivery

Agile Internal AuditData Analytics

Knowledge Sharing

High Impact Audit Reporting

Audit Committee reporting

KPIs and performance reporting (inc. cost, productivity and strategic KPIs)

Risk specific responses e.g. IT Internal Audit, Cyber, Digital

Visualisation tools

Integrated Assurance

Robotics Process AutomationRisk Sensing / Learning

Relationship management

Position, independence and objectivity

Insight reporting

Brand Management

Internal Audit Strategy

Risk Identification & Assessment

Continuous Monitoring

Audit Universe / Audit Needs Assessment

Assurance Mapping

Cognitive AI tools

SMEs

Response teams

Change Catalyst

Follow up

Automated Core Assurance

The below diagram illustrates the major components which Internal Audit functions may consider in their transformation design and build considerations.
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“As-Is” Current Operating Model and “To-Be” Target Operating Model:
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• Establish the audit entity 
universe

• Assess completeness of 
audit universe

• Analyse risk profile of the
audit entity

• Identify audit needs

• Conduct business
monitoring

• Communicate intention 
to audit

• Conduct 
introduction/scoping 
meeting

• Complete audit planning 
memorandum (APM)

• Develop process 
understanding

• Identify inherent risks
and key controls

• Complete risk control 
matrix

• Complete audit
announcement memo

• Perform detailed audit 
planning

• Develop testing 
strategy

• Review and approve design
effectiveness assessment
(DEA)

• Hold opening 
meeting

• Create operational 
effectiveness testing (OET)
work papers and execute
testing in accordance with
the OET strategy

• Evaluate operating 
effectiveness of key
controls

• Draft issues

• Produce audit report 
overview

• Review issues in the report

• Conduct overall 
assessment

• Draft audit report

• Issue final audit report

• Perform audit folder closure

• Analyse audit budget vs
actual

• Conduct audit team
debrief

• Update risk 
assessment

• Utilize history of issues
tracking to develop
insights through trends 
analysis and KPIs

• Establish continuous
auditing
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• IA process, risk and controls
assessment

• Cross business unit
comparative and trend
analysis

• Continuous business 
operations monitoring

• Risk assessment 
dashboard

• Automation of text- heavy
documents

• Profile business 
operations

• Exploratory analytics and
"what- if" analysis

• Create audit file

• Automation of IA tasks

• Data modelling and 
batched reporting

• Update the audit file

• Population testing

• Data aggregation and
integration

• Intelligent detection of
suspicious logs associated 
with IT systems

• Update the audit file

• Automated generation of
text- based audit reports

• Data visualisation / audit 
story board

• Impact Quantification

• Update and finalise the 
audit file 

• Real-time reporting of
controls KPIs

• Enhanced dashboarding
and reporting

• Thematic risk
identification

• CAE dashboard

• Issue tracking 
visualisation

T
e
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Risk assessment Audit planning
Design
effectiveness
assessment

Fieldwork
Reporting/
closing

Issue tracking/
ongoing 
monitoring

Legend

AI Dashboard Tools Bot Oculus
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Digital assets can help Internal Audit innovate

Innovate and transform

Planning & scheduling

Machine learning

Computer vision

Natural language

processing

Knowledge representation

& reasoning

Speech recognition

Robotics

Natural language

generation

Chatbots

Visualizations
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Automated Core Assurance; unlocking value

RPA Analytics Core 
processes

Real-time 
reporting

Change catalystBehaviours
Root cause 

analysis

Audit and 
Analytics

Core 
processes

Issues and 
recommendations

Overcomes the compromise between core process 

and strategic risk coverage whilst delivering 

efficiencies.

Shifts Internal Audit’s focus from issue identification 

to solution partner; audits start with known issues.

Spends more time to understand why issues 

occur.

Seeks to understand the behavioural aspects that 

contributed to non-compliance.

Spend more time to help the business to change, 

leveraging Internal Audit’s knowledge, position and 

experience.

Traditional Internal Audit approach

Automated Core Assurance approach



Risk Sensing

Analysing the world’s available data to 

better anticipate emerging risks

Risk intelligence can be 

obtained from the web, 

but is hidden in vast 

amounts of data.

Risk Sensing detects this 

data and turns it into 

relevant information to 

facilitate decision-making.





As a CRO / CAE, 
how can I

• see emerging risks coming at an 

early stage?

• make my risk register more 

intelligent?

• have better conversations with 

boards and executives?



COMPETITORS

innovation

partnerships

acquisitions

SOCIETY

boycott

social 

unrest

demonstrations

legal 

issues

PARTNERSHIPS

continuity 

risk

corruption 

& bribery

tariffs

sanctions

conflicts

GOVERNMENTS

new 

regulations

fines

REGULATORS

ENVIRONMENT

natural 

hazards

diseases

contamination

ECONOMY

slowdown

exchange 

ratesinflation

SUPPLIERS

continuity

product 

quality

unethical 

conduct

PRODUCTS 

& SERVICES

product 

quality

BRAND & 

REPUTATION

WORKPLACE  

& EMPLOYEES

unethical 

behaviour

product 

safety

workplace 

conduct

strikes

workplace 

safety

sustainability

regulatory 

compliance

cyber 

security

mergers & 

acquisitions

service 

qualityYOUR 

ORGANIZATION CLIENTS

complaints

customer 

sentiment

credit

risk



The needle in 
the haystack



The long tail of  the Internet



90% of knowledge existing in languages is non-English

Source: MIT Media Lab Macro Connections group in collaboration with Aix-Marseille Université, Northeastern MoBS, and Harvard University 



The haystack

Cognitive Analytics

Social Media

Websites

Other sources

Watch Lists

Security intelligenceDarkWeb

Company data
PatentsMarket data

Geospatial

News 

WebsitesBlogs
Forums



Jaguar



Cognitive Analytics



Risk & opportunity scenarios

risk & opportunity 

events



A Risk Sensing dashboard for CRO’s

own 

organization

top 10 

clients

top 10 

competitors

top 10 

suppliers

top 10 

locations



A Risk Sensing dashboard for CRO’s

300+ predefined scenarios of

risks & opportunities
650.000 public websites 

12 major languages
semantic data engine

300+ risk 

types

own 

organization

top 10 

clients

top 10 

competitors

top 10 

suppliers

top 10 

locations

Risk intelligence on:



Demo



3 time horizons

Horizon Scanning Rapid ResponseRisk Monitoring

Yearly Monthly - Weekly Daily



A smarter risk register

Client CRO of an international 

manufacturing company, dep. IIoT

Challenge Can Risk Sensing enhance our risk 

register?

Key risk topics • Competitiveness

• Innovation

• Partnerships & acquisitions



A more complete view of the competitive landscape: patents

25

Univ Nanjing Posts & Telecom
Cloud-fog-integrated industrial internet of things (IIoT) cognitive energy 

management system has industrial cloud cognitive computing layers provided 

such that good human-computer interaction environment is provided for IIoT 

users

Plethora IIoT SI – Granted Sept 2018
System for supervising and controlling industrial application machines having 

sensors, using separate computing devices, has processor of server derives 

instruction from solution for query and provides second instruction to machine

Siemens
Method for displaying data of data processing system for use in industrial 

internet-of-things plants, involves displaying priority boundary demarcating 

portions of graphical data priority representation associated with priority levels

Wipro Ltd
Method for providing industrial internet-of-things (IIoT), involves distributing 

generated action plan data for action plan in multi-cloud environment

Motorola
Method for providing direct access to sensors from internet protocol network, 

involves monitoring for message identifying unique internet protocol address as 

destination address and forwarding message to application layer for processing

General Electric – Granted Jul 2018
Sensor controller for managing one or more sensors deployed in shipping 

container, connects to second network in response to determination that 

second geographic location has been reached, and transmits sensor data to 

client device



An outside-in view, while reducing information overload

10 clients

71

10 competitors

119

10 vendors

89

Own organization

Semantic

Engine

Risk intelligence

From 

650.000 

websites

27.000.000
articles scanned

60.000

Client mentions in articles

27.000

Client primary mentions

247
Risk Events

36
Risk Scenarios



A smarter risk register

Identified 7 ‘unknown’ competitors

Enhanced the risk register

Better conversations with business



Supplier Risk Sensing

Client Head of procurement, large Pharma 

organization

Challenge How can we better manage risk 

around our 160.000 suppliers?

Key risk topics • Animal welfare

• Manufacturing quality

• Anti bribery and corruption

Automated monitoring of 

160.000 suppliers

Automated screening for 

supplier onboarding

Real-time supplier risk 

information



Predictive Social Media

Client Risk Management department of 

Walmart

Challenge Can we use predictive intelligence to 

anticipate future risk events?

Key risk topics • Customer experience

• Workplace conduct

• Brand reputation





Predictive Social Media

Setup real-time social intelligence 

feed

Provided business with pro-active 

intelligence

Prevented illegal trade & trespassing  
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The Future – Internal Audit 3.0 (Areas enabled by Risk Sensing)



Thank you.

Sem de Spa
Global Chief of Staff Risk Sensing

Deloitte Global

Mark Victor
Governance, Risk & Compliance Partner

Deloitte South Africa

Johan Pieterse
Associate Director 

Deloitte South Africa


